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ABSTRACT
Transactive discussion during collaborative learning is cru-
cial for building on each other’s reasoning and developing
problem solving strategies. In a tabletop collaborative learn-
ing activity, student actions on the interface can drive their
thinking and be used to ground discussions, thus affecting
their problem-solving performance and learning. However,
it is not clear how the interplay of actions and discussions,
for instance, how students performing actions or pausing ac-
tions while discussing, is related to their learning. In this
paper, we seek to understand how the transactivity of ac-
tions and discussions is associated with learning. Specif-
ically, we ask what is the relationship between discussion
and actions, and how it is different between those who learn
(gainers) and those who do not (non-gainers). We present a
combined differential sequence mining and content analysis
approach to examine this relationship, which we applied on
the data from 32 teams collaborating on a problem designed
to help them learn concepts of minimum spanning trees. We
found that discussion and action occur concurrently more
frequently among gainers than non-gainers. Further we find
that gainers tend to do more reflective actions along with
discussion, such as looking at their previous solutions, than
non-gainers. Finally, gainers discussion consists more of goal
clarification, reflection on past solutions and agreement on
future actions than non-gainers, who do not share their ideas
and cannot agree on next steps. Thus this approach helps
us identify how the interplay of actions and discussion could
lead to learning, and the findings offer guidelines to teachers
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and instructional designers regarding indicators of produc-
tive collaborative learning, and when and how, they should
intervene to improve learning. Concretely, the results sug-
gest that teachers should support elaborative, reflective and
planning discussions along with reflective actions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
When students collaborate to learn from computer supported
collaborative learning (CSCL) environments, their learning
depends not only on the quality of their interaction with
each other, but also with the learning activity [5]. In other
words, students need to align both in terms of their activities
(such as problem-solving steps or co-writing) and their dis-
cussion (of strategies and knowledge) [23]. Specifically, in
CSCL environments that involve problem-solving to build
conceptual understanding, for the activity to be effective
for learning, team members need to develop a joint problem
space and construct knowledge through the process of expla-
nation, negotiation and mutual regulation [24, 5]. To achieve
this, their actions must either move them towards the solu-
tion, or provide them some information that generates po-
tential and motivates future problem-solving actions [25].
Actions can thus help ground collaboration [2], if they are
followed with the right kind of discussion, i.e., students dis-
cussions should then build on and leverage this information
or potential to further understand the problem, decide on
next steps and construct meaning from the problem-solving
experience [24, 6]. Thus, discussion and actions together
play critical roles in problem-solving CSCL environments,
as it is through both these means that students obtain and
share task-related information to build a common ground,
develop problem-solving or learning strategies and regulate
their learning. For instance, as described in [4] children’s
body movements and task-related speech evolve together
and serve the purposes of communication and co-ordination,
and as cognitive tools for knowledge construction. Similarly,
research has also shown that acting together on task-related
objects accompanied with speech was related to effective
collaboration [15].
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Within the collaborative learning research space, transactiv-
ity or student’s discussion that builds on each other’s reason-
ing by interpreting team member’s statements, asking ques-
tions, extending, critiquing and integrating has been used
as a metric to evaluate the effectiveness of collaboration [29,
28]. We argue that in synchronous problem-solving CSCL
environments, the notion of transactivity should be extended
to discussion and actions together, i.e., actions that build
on students’ discussion, and discussions that build on ac-
tions. For instance, students should explicate the informa-
tion gained from an action such that team members can
then discuss about what this suggests for the next problem-
solving steps [6]. However, not all actions need be accompa-
nied with discussions. For instance, students may plan and
perform a set of actions, or they may perform and reflect on
each action [18]. The key question then is, should teams dis-
cuss while performing actions, i.e., building on each other’s
ideas ‘on the go’ or should they ‘stop and pause’ their ac-
tions to discuss their ideas, or both? Further, how are each
of these behaviours related to learning? Finally, which kind
of discussion accompanying actions is productive? The an-
swers of these questions are necessary to support teachers in
intervening at the right time to guide students actions and
discussions, or in the design of feedback built into CSCL
environments.

Previous research that analysed students’ discussion and ac-
tions together in an attempt to identify joint discussion and
action indicators of collaboration followed one of two ap-
proaches. The first one was considering whether actions and
discussion occur together, but not the nature of the actions
and the discussion that occur together [15]. The other ap-
proach analysed the synchronicity of actions and the trans-
activity of the discussions separately [23]. In this work, we
bring together these two approaches and propose a combined
differential sequence mining and qualitative content analy-
sis approach to examine the transactivity of discussion and
actions. Specifically, we ask the following questions:

• RQ1: What is the relationship between the discussion
and actions, and how is this relationship different be-
tween gainers and non-gainers?

• RQ2: What is the qualitative nature of verbal interac-
tions that happen along with a specific action of inter-
est?

We begin with the data of 32 teams working on a collab-
orative robot-mediated problem-solving activity where ac-
tions refer to any interaction with the activity interface and
discussions refer to quantity and quality of communication
between the two team members. To answer RQ1 we per-
formed differential sequence mining on the combined speech
and action sequence to identify the relationship between ac-
tions and speech, which actions are accompanied by speech,
and how this differs between gainers and non-gainers. Next,
to answer RQ2 we perform content analysis of the discus-
sion occurring around one particular action of interest and
examine the nature of discussion and how it varies between
gainers and non-gainers. Our two part approach helps us
illustrate the notion of action-discussion transactivity that
is conducive to learning and we find that reflective actions

accompanied with elaboration, reflection, negotiation and
planning regarding next steps, are related with learning.
The main contributions of this work are the notion of action-
discussion transactivity and a methodology to examine the
productivity of collaborative learning with this lens.

2. RELATED WORK
Research on collaborative learning has shown the key role
of verbal interaction in advancing thinking and learning [26,
3]. Groups that are successful in problem-solving usually
discuss and accept the correct proposal and their discus-
sions are more coherent [3]. Conversation is the process by
which students build and maintain a joint problem space
[24]. Transactive verbal interaction, which is characterized
by partner’s building on each other’s reasoning, can improve
learning as peers can generate more complex understanding
of the problem quickly through such verbal interactions [26].
When they generate explanations during collaboration peers
construct shared representations and this may be one of the
mechanisms that results in knowledge co-construction [12].
Actions done within a CSCL environment can also create
shared representations, which can be then referred to during
the discussion and thus improve the quality of collaboration
[6, 2].

In this direction, research identified productive action pat-
terns during collaborative learning with an interactive table-
top by analysing action logs with and without verbal inter-
action [7, 15, 23, 8]. [8] found that the number of touches
allowed (single or multiple) on the table did not affect the
level or symmetry of physical or verbal participation, but
the nature of the discussion, which was more task-focussed
in the multi-touch condition. [15] found that while the level
or symmetry of participation of each team member in terms
of action and speech did not relate to collaboration qual-
ity, certain sequences of actions and speech were related to
the quality of collaboration. Concretely, more collaborative
groups have more patterns of verbal discussion accompanied
with actions, less concurrency of actions and less parallel
actions. On the other hand, less collaborative groups had
actions with limited verbal interactions, high concurrency
and parallelism. This suggests that students in less collab-
orative groups were not as aware of their peers actions and
did not discuss about the actions. On the other hand, in a
chat-based collaborative learning environment, researchers
found that neither synchrony of students actions nor trans-
activity of students’ chats was related to performance on the
task, but other factors such as group dynamics and prior
knowledge had a more crucial role [23]. Thus, the role of
symmetry, synchrony and transactivity of actions and dis-
cussion during collaborative learning appears to depend on
the context.

In CSCL environments, several metrics of student dialogue
(speech or chats) have been identified which are indicative
of good collaboration. These include quantity (eg, number
and length of utterances, and talk time) and heterogene-
ity and transactivity of verbal participation (eg, turn taking
and building on each other’s reasoning), along with features
of speech such as voice inflection [29, 27]. Going further, re-
search employed a combination of audio and action features
to measure the quality of collaboration and collaborative
learning and found that classifiers using a combination of



audio and action features always perform better than those
classifiers using audio or actions alone [27, 22]. This suggests
that combining conversation and action metrics together can
offer a better understanding of the quality of collaboration.
In this work, we build on this line of research by specifi-
cally examining the role of action-discussion transactivity in
collaborative learning, i.e, how actions and discussions can
build on each other to lead to learning.

3. METHODS
3.1 Learning Activity and Dataset
In order to understand action-discussion transactivity we
propose an approach which combines differential sequence
mining and qualitative content analysis, and choosing one
type of action - reflective actions - as an example, we show
how our analysis can identify what type of actions and dis-
cussion occurring together can lead to learning. We use
the speech and log action data from a multimodal temporal
dataset [17], and log actions and transcripts from its corre-
sponding dialogue corpus [20] collected from a robot medi-
ated collaborative learning activity called JUSThink [19]. In
JUSThink, two children play as a team to solve a minimum
spanning tree problem where the goal is to build railway
tracks to connect gold mines on a fictional Swiss map with a
minimum cost, as shown in Figure 1. The corpus comprises
data from 64 children aged 9 to 12 years, grouped into 32
teams, from international schools in Switzerland. The chil-
dren were familiar with collaborative activities and robots
as part of school activities, but did not have prior experi-
ence with QTrobot. The study was not part of a regular
classroom activity. Two different views are provided in this
activity, namely figurative and abstract as shown in Figure
2, and each child in a team only has one view at a time.
In the figurative view, one can add or remove tracks while
in the abstract view, one can see the cost associated with
building a track and review the team’s previous solutions.
Thus at a time, one child can do solution building actions
while the other can do reflective actions, so they have to
discuss with each other to plan the next steps. The views
of the team members are swapped every two edits. Hence,
with these collaborative script choices such as partial infor-
mation and role switching, only one member can perform
an action at a time, therefore every action is a team action.
Teams are allowed to submit solutions multiple times until
the time limit runs out. They can also check descriptions of
activity functionality and rules on the help page, which has
been elaborated for them by the robot before the activity
starts. More details of the activity can be found in [19].

3.2 Feature Selection and Encoding
The original multimodal temporal dataset consists of 56 fea-
tures including log features, audio features, video features
etc. Our analysis only focuses on the log features and speech
features. Therefore, we selected 5 features from the multi-
modal temporal dataset including T add, T remove, T hist,
T speech, T overlap over speech. With 32 teams, we have
a total of 4676 time windows in our analysis where each
time window corresponds to 10 seconds of activity. For each
time window, we have three descriptive features additionally,
which are team number, time in secs, and window number.
The log and speech features as well as the three descriptive
features are shown in Table 1.

Figure 1: The experimental set up of JUSThink

Table 1: Multi-modal Features
Feature Meaning
team The team to which the window

belongs to
time in secs Time in seconds until that window
window The window number
T add The number of times a team

added an edge on the map
T remove The number of times a team

removed an edge from the map
T hist The number of times a team

opened the sub-window with history
of their previous solutions

T speech The average of the two team
member’s speech activity in
that window/(until that window)

T overlap over speech The average percentage of time the
speech of the team members overlaps
in that window/(until that window).

We begin by encoding the log and speech features in each
10s time window so that we can get a sequence representing
the action+speech of each student in 10s increments. In the
data set, the choice of 10 seconds as the unit of analysis is
set considering the need to balance between too few and too
many robot interventions. Before diving into the encoding
details, we briefly elaborate on the terminology of gainers
and non-gainers that we will be using from here onwards. In
previous work based on this study [17], authors clustered the
teams in two ways, once on the multimodal behaviors and
once on task performance and learning gains (calculated as
the normalized difference between pre and post test scores).
Then, comparing the clusters using a similarity metric, they
found higher learning gains associated with two sets of mul-
timodal behaviors while lower learning gains were associated
with another set of behaviors. They named the former set
of 26 teams as gainers (those who gain knowledge) and the
latter 6 teams as non-gainers (those who do not gain knowl-
edge). For speech, it was found in [18] that speech behaviors
are different for gainers and non-gainers, in terms of both
quantity of speech and overlapping speech. So we define
three levels - low, medium and high level of speech/speech
overlap in each window on the basis of low and high thresh-
olds of speech/speech overlap defined by considering the av-
erage of the 25th (for the low thresholds) and the 75th (for



Figure 2: The interface for JUSThink where the two screens,
separated by a barrier, show two different views: a figurative
view (above) that allows for interactions such as additions,
deletions of rail tracks, and an abstract view (below) that
showcases the associated costs.

the high thresholds) percentiles across the gainers and non-
gainers participants.Then we encode T speech or
T overlap over speech in each window by using the low and
high thresholds as shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Definition of Speech/Speech Overlap levels where x
is the continuous value of Speech/Speech Overlap in a time
window

speech/ condition
speech overlap level
LS/LSo x <= low threshold
MS/MSo low threshold <x <= high threshold
HS/HSo x >high threshold

For action logs, we only consider add edges (T add), remove
edges (T remove) and click solution history button (T hist)
within each time window as these are the meaningful ac-
tions that have been found to contribute to learning in this
context[18]. We identify which of the meaningful actions
happen in a time window and if an action happened at least
once in a time window, it is encoded as being present. Then
we have eight action combinations because each of the three
actions can be either present or absent. Finally there are 24
combinations of action + speech in each time window (com-
binations of three levels of speech and eight action combina-
tions) and we encode those combinations to 24 numbers as
shown in the following Table 3. Note that the same encod-
ing process is also applied to combinations of speech overlap
levels and meaningful actions.

After encoding features in each time window of each team,
we obtained two datasets of encoded features - one is en-

coded combinations of speech levels and actions, another is
encoded combination of speech overlap levels and actions.
Each dataset contains 32 teams’ sequences of activities in
ten-second time windows and we further separate each dataset
into gainer sequences and non-gainer sequences for analysis.

3.3 Differential Sequence Mining
To answer our RQ1 by differentiating action+ speech se-
quences between gainers and non-gainers, we applied differ-
ential sequence mining algorithm (DSM)[13].DSM algorithm
mainly uses the following two sequential pattern mining fre-
quency measures.

1. sequence support (s-support): For a set of sequences,
the number of sequences in which the pattern occurs,
regardless of how frequently it occurs within each se-
quence.

2. instance support ( i-support): For a given sequence, the
number of times the pattern occurs, without overlap,
in this sequence.

The algorithm firstly finds all patterns that meet the prede-
fined s-support threshold. Then the algorithm selects only
those patterns that have statistically significantly different
i-support values between the two groups. Concretely, the
algorithm filters frequent patterns based on the p-value of
a t-test comparing the i-support values of patterns in each
sequence, between the groups to find patterns whose p-value
is less than 0.05. Finally, the algorithm compares the mean
i-support value for each pattern between groups to identify
the patterns that occur more often in one group than the
other.

Before applying the DSM, we separated the two datasets we
get after feature selection and encoding into four datasets.
For each of the original two datasets as described in the pre-
vious sub-section, we divide the dataset (which contain 32
teams in total) into a sub-dataset that contained sequences
of 26 gainer teams and another sub-dataset which contained
sequences of 6 non-gainer teams.

Firstly, we set the minimum threshold of s-support to 0.6
and consider patterns that occur in at least 60% of sequences
as s-frequent patterns within a group. We employ a simple
sequential mining algorithm SPAMc [9] to find frequent pat-
terns for both gainers and non-gainers with the LASAT tool
[16]. Then we calculate the i-support of each frequent pat-
tern in each team sequence in both gainers and non-gainers.
For each frequent pattern, we generate a vector that con-
tains i-support for each team sequence. Then we apply
Welch’s t-test with 0.05 p-value threshold to filter frequent
patterns that are significantly different between gainers and
non-gainers. After the filtering, we compare the mean i-
support value for each frequent pattern between gainers and
non-gainers so that we could compare patterns that occur
more often in one group than the other. Finally, we get four
categories of frequent patterns - two categories in which the
patterns are s-frequent in only one group, and two categories
in which the patterns are frequent in both groups but oc-
curred more often in one group than the other.



Table 3: Encoding at specific level

Speech Level Code Speech Overlap Level Code Meaning
LS Add LSo Add Low level of speech(S)/speech overlap (So), at least add one edge
MS Add MSo Add Medium level of speech(S)/speech overlap (So), at least add one edge
HS Add HSo Add High level of speech(S)/speech overlap (So), at least add one edge

LS Remove LSo Remove Low level of speech(S)/speech overlap (So), at least remove one edge
MS Remove MSo Remove Medium level of speech(S)/speech overlap (So), at least remove one edge
HS Remove HSo Remove High level of speech(S)/speech overlap (So), at least remove one edge

LS Hist LSo Hist
Low level of speech(S)/speech overlap (So)
and at least click history button one time

MS Hist MSo Hist
Medium level of speech(S)/speech overlap (So)
and at least click history button one time

HS Hist HSo Hist
High level of speech(S)/speech overlap (So)
and at least click history button one time

LS Add Remove LSo Add Remove
Low level of speech(S)/speech overlap (So), at least add one edge,
at least remove one edge

MS Add Remove MSo Add Remove
Medium level of speech(S)/speech overlap (So), at least add one edge,
at least remove one edge

HS Add Remove HSo Add Remove
High level of speech(S)/speech overlap (So),at least add one edge,
at least remove one edge

LS Add Remove Hist LSo Add Remove Hist
Low level of speech(S)/speech overlap (So), at least add one edge,
at least remove one edge and at least click history button one time

MS Add Remove Hist MSo Add Remove Hist
Medium level of speech(S)/speech overlap (So),at least add one edge,
at least remove one edge and at least click history button one time

HS Add Remove Hist HSo Add Remove Hist
High level of speech(S)/speech overlap (So), at least add one edge,
at least remove one edge and at least click history button one time

LS Remove Hist LSo Remove Hist
Low level of speech(S)/speech overlap (So), at least remove one edge
and at least click history button one time

MS Remove Hist MSo Remove Hist
Medium level of speech(S)/speech overlap (So), at least remove one edge
and at least click history button one time

HS Remove Hist HSo Remove Hist
High level of speech(S)/speech overlap (So), at least remove one edge
and at least click history button one time

LS Add Hist LSo Add Hist
Low level of speech(S)/speech overlap (So), at least add one edge
and at least click history button one time

MS Add Hist MSo Add Hist
Medium level of speech(S)/speech overlap (So), at least add one edge
and at least click history button one time

HS Add Hist HSo Add Hist
High level of speech(S)/speech overlap (So), at least add one edge
and at least click history button one time

LS NA LSo NA Low level of speech(S)/speech overlap (So) and no useful action happens
MS NA MSo NA Medium level of speech(S)/speech overlap (So) and no useful action happens
HS NA HSo NA High level of speech(S)/speech overlap (So) and no useful action happens

3.4 Identifying relevant episodes of interest
To gain more insights into the transactivity of speech and log
actions, we need to begin by identifying“patterns of interest”
within the frequent patterns. From literature and previous
research on the same dataset[18], we know that reflective
speech and actions differentiate between gainers and non-
gainers. Therefore, we are interested in reflection related
actions (particularly clicking history button) and want to
find what kind of verbal interaction happened along with it.
So we consider frequent patterns which have speech along
with open history action as episodes of interest for further
qualitative analysis.

To find the exact content of dialogues in the relevant episodes,
we matched the time window of the relevant episodes of
each team to their transcript datasets in JUSThink Dialogue
and Actions Corpus[20]. Due to the imprecision in match-
ing time windows and the fact that it is difficult to extract

meaningful information from very short segments (less than
60 seconds) of the dialogue, we have also included the con-
versation within 20 seconds before and after the matching
time window.

3.5 Content Analysis on Dialogues
To answer RQ2 and examine the qualitative nature of dia-
logue during the episodes of interest, we decided to perform
content analysis [14] on the selected dialogues. Content anal-
ysis is a qualitative analysis approach to code a corpus of
data according to certain existing categories with the goal
of doing statistical analysis on the numbers and identifying
certain trends or providing evidence for/against a hypothe-
sis. To look deeper into reflection behaviours, we focus on
the following three aspects of problem-solving discussions
and code the dialogue for these aspects:



1. What do teams observe from past actions?

2. What decisions do they take about future actions on
the basis of these observations?

3. Do they reach any agreement on the future actions,
and if yes, how?

In order to code their negotiation and agreement on their
future actions, we applied the “refine” strategy in the nego-
tiation framework[1] to analyse all dialogues. The “refine”
strategy means that an agent decides to make another offer
that somehow “refines”, “builds” or “modifies” the original
offer proposed by another agent. In this strategy, the initi-
ating move includes an offer which is proposed by a speaker
for agreement. The reactive moves include acceptance, rat-
ification and rejection. Ratification refers to an acceptance
which follows an acceptance by the other. Additionally, af-
ter an initial coding of the data, we defined additional cate-
gories in the negotiation framework, i.e., “goal clarification”
and “sharing understanding” because they are relevant for
this collaborative educational setting. The goal of this ac-
tivity is to build tracks with the minimum cost – 22 francs.
Team members must clarify this goal and share their under-
standing of the problem with each other due to the fact that
they have two complementary views of the problem.

To illustrate the content analysis we conduct, we show some
representative dialogues from both gainers and non-gainers
in Table 12. For gainers’ dialogue with index 1, team 8
set a wrong goal that they need to achieve the cost of 34
after the submission since they do not seem to understand
the meaning of the word minimum. They make a decision
to start in the middle and go around it as future problem
solving steps. Then team 8 correct their previous wrong goal
clarification in the dialogue with index 4 and decide to find
the route that costs a lot as they perhaps want to remove
the route with high cost.

4. RESULTS
4.1 RQ1: What is the relationship between the discussion

and actions, and how is this relationship different be-

tween gainers and non-gainers??
The results of the DSM between the gainers and non-gainers
action and speech sequences show that there are 12 patterns
that are only frequent among gainers as shown in Table 4
and 17 patterns that are only frequent among non-gainers
as shown in Table 5. Four patterns are frequent among both
gainers and non-gainers, but occur more often among gainers
as shown in Table 6 and five patterns are frequent among
both gainers and non-gainers, but occur more often among
non-gainers as shown in Table 7. Note that in the interest
of the space, where there are several patterns we report only
the top-10 patterns here and the full list is available in the
appendix. In the following we elaborate on the obtained
patterns; while there were several interesting patterns, we
focus only on patterns which contain speech and actions
together as our interest is on action-discussion transactivity.

As shown in Table 4, 92% (11/12) frequent patterns of gain-
ers start with high speech, and 45% (5/11) of them are ac-
tions of adding edges with high speech level. The mean

i-support of HS Hist (clicking on the review history button
with high level of speech) of gainers is 4.00 which is almost
6 times as much as that of non-gainers (0.67). This suggests
that compared with non-gainers, gainers tend to review his-
tory along with long periods of discussion more frequently.
Further, the mean i-support of HS Remove (remove an edge
with high levels of speech) of gainers is 3.54 which is more
than twice that of non-gainers (1.50). This indicates that
gainers remove an edge (a reflection action) along with high
discussion more frequently than non-gainers.

For speech level related patterns that are frequent only among
non-gainers as shown in Table 5 or more frequent among
non-gainers (Table 7), barring 2 patterns in all the other
patterns either the action of adding an edge or no action
happens along with low level of speech. This suggests that
compared with gainers, non-gainers tend to add edges more
frequently and don’t do as many reflection related actions
(click review history button and remove edge) frequently,
and that their actions are accompanied by low/medium lev-
els of speech.

For the DSM of speech overlap level sequences, there are
16 patterns that are only frequent among gainers (Table 8)
and 25 patterns that are only frequent among non-gainers
(Table 9). Besides, seven patterns are frequent among both
gainers and non-gainers, but occur more often among gainers
as shown in Table 10 and four patterns are frequent among
both gainers and non-gainers, but occur more often among
non-gainers as shown in Table 11.

From the patterns that are only frequent among gainers (Ta-
ble 8), we see that the mean i-support of the pattern high
level of speech overlap while clicking review history but-
ton (HSo Hist) among gainers (4.08) is more than twice the
mean i-support among non-gainers (1.5). This pattern indi-
cates that gainers have high level of speech overlap (inter-
jecting speech) with the action of clicking the review history
button. High level of speech overlap along with removing
an edge (HSo Remove) is also frequent only among gainers.
This indicates that gainers more frequently have high level
of overlapping speech while doing reflective actions such as
reviewing history or removing an edge.

There is however one frequent pattern with reflective be-
haviours seen only among non-gainers in Table 15: medium
level of speech overlap with clicking review history button,
followed by low level of speech overlap without any meaning-
ful action ([MSo Hist, LSo NA]). Compared with the pattern
[HSo Hist, HSo NA] (see Table 14) that is only frequent
among gainers, the difference is the level of speech over-
lap. We may infer that because non-gainers communicate
less when they click the review history button, they perhaps
take away less information from the history (reflection) than
gainers and we examine this in depth in the next section.

To summarize the above findings, gainers perform more re-
flection related actions (review history, remove edges) along
with higher level of speech/speech overlap compared with
non-gainers. Therefore, gainers reflected more via discus-
sion and improved their solutions based on previous solu-
tions continuously.



Table 4: Patterns related to speech level and meaningful actions frequent only in gainers

frequent pattern p value mean gainer i support mean non gainer i support diff mean i support

[’HS NA’, ’HS NA’] 0.003 9.96 1.67 8.3
[’HS Add’, ’HS Add’] 3.4E-04 5.69 0.83 4.86
[’HS NA’, ’HS Add’] 1.960E-04 5.19 0.5 4.69
[’HS Add’, ’HS NA’] 1.6E-04 4.39 0.67 3.72

[’HS NA’, ’HS NA’, ’HS NA’] 0.017 4.0 0.67 3.3
[’HS Hist’] 3.4E-03 4.0 0.67 3.3

[’HS Remove’] 0.048 3.54 1.5 2.03
[’HS Add’, ’MS Add’] 1.7E-04 3.23 0.67 2.56
[’MS Add’, ’HS Add’] 1.7E-03 3.1 0.67 2.41

[’HS NA’, ’HS NA’, ’MS NA’] 8.5E-03 1.73 0.33 1.4
[’HS Add Hist’] 0.028 1.69 0.5 1.19

[’HS Add’, ’HS Add’, ’MS Add’] 7.7E-05 0.96 0.0 0.96

Table 5: Top 10 patterns related to speech level and meaningful action frequent only in non-gainers

frequent pattern p value mean gainer i support mean non gainer i support diff mean i support
[’LS Add’, ’LS NA’] 5.441E-03 0.92 5.17 -4.25
[’LS Add’, ’LS Add’] 1.173E-03 1.8 5.0 -3.2
[’LS NA’, ’LS Add’] 1.341E-02 1.0 4.17 -3.17

[’LS Add’, ’LS NA’, ’LS NA’] 4.124E-02 0.19 2.5 -2.31
[’LS NA’, ’LS NA’, ’MS NA’] 2.759E-02 0.46 2.33 -1.87
[’LS Add’, ’LS Add’, ’LS Add’] 9.626E-03 0.62 2.17 -1.55

[’LS NA’, ’MS Add’] 1.513E-02 0.73 2.0 -1.27
[’LS NA’, ’LS NA’, ’LS Add’] 2.554E-02 0.35 1.83 -1.48
[’LS NA’, ’LS Add’, ’LS NA’] 3.035E-02 0.23 1.5 -1.27

[’LS NA’, ’LS NA’, ’LS NA’, ’LS Add’] 1.418E-02 0.27 1.5 -1.23

4.1.1 Discussions while performing actions or when
pausing actions

We are specifically interested in whether actions are per-
formed with speech or whether actions are paused during
speech and the difference between gainers and non-gainers
in this regard. So, we calculate the percentage of no useful
action (NA) happening among frequent patterns in each cat-
egory we get from DSM. For speech level related patterns,
38.36% of patterns that are only frequent among gainers
do not have any meaningful action (NA) and 30.00% that
are more frequent among gainers do not have any useful
action (NA). On the other hand, 57.28% of patterns that
are only frequent among non-gainers are without any useful
action (NA) and 61.54% that are more frequent among non-
gainers are without any useful action (NA). For speech over-
lap level related patterns, 33.62% of patterns that are only
frequent among gainers do not have any useful action (NA)
and 36.00% that are more frequent among gainers do not
have any useful action (NA). While 54.24% of patterns that
are only frequent among non-gainers are without any use-
ful action (NA) and 57.89% that are more frequent among
non-gainers are without any useful action (NA). These re-
sults indicate that speech and action occuring concurrently
is more frequent among gainers than non-gainers.

4.2 RQ2: What is qualitative nature of speech that occurs

along with actions of interest?

4.2.1 Identifying relevant episodes of interests
In [18], it was suggested that 1) speech overlap was one of
behaviours which discriminated gainers from non-gainers in

this context 2) students dialogue during episodes of speech
overlap helped them build an understanding towards a so-
lution and 3) gainers had more reflective actions than non-
gainers. Therefore to explore the difference in the nature
of the speech that occurs with actions, we choose reflec-
tive actions (specifically, reviewing history) as our action of
interest. In our analysis above, we have identified some fre-
quent, history related patterns that can serve as the relevant
episodes of interest to perform the content analysis. Among
those patterns, we pick [MSo Hist, LSo NA] which is only
frequent among non-gainers and [HSo Hist, HSo NA] which
is only frequent among gainers as the relevant episodes of
interest for non-gainers and gainers, respectively (see ap-
pendix). In the current analysis, we focus on specific in-
stances of when such speech overlap behaviors occur in con-
junction with a action of reviewing history. The aforemen-
tioned two frequent patterns have the same time window
length and similar actions but with different levels of speech
overlap. An in-depth analysis of the content of dialogues
happening during and around those episodes can help us
better understand reflection behaviours of gainers and non-
gainers, and any difference between them.

4.2.2 Content Analysis of Dialogues
We only have dialogue transcripts for a subset of teams
(10) in JUSThink Dialogue and Actions Corpus[20]. Af-
ter matching transcripts with relevant episodes, we get 13
dialogues from four gainer teams (teams 7, 8 , 9, and 47)
and 4 dialogues from two non-gainer teams (teams 18, 20).
Out of these 17 dialogues, 4 dialogues (24%) were analysed
together by the first three authors of the paper until there



Table 6: Frequent patterns related to speech level and exact meaningful action among both groups, but occurring more often in
gainers

frequent pattern p value mean gainer i support mean non gainer i support diff mean i support
[’HS NA’] 4.858E-03 2.9 1.1 1.8
[’HS Add’] 1.475E-06 20 4.5 15.5

[’HS Add Remove’] 1.678E-02 3.5 1.17 2.33
[’MS NA’, ’HS Add’] 1.138E-02 2.1 0.8 1.3

Table 7: Frequent patterns related to speech level and exact meaningful action among both groups, but occurring more often in
non-gainers

frequent pattern p value mean gainer i support mean non gainer i support diff mean i support
[’LS NA’] 1.735E-02 10.15 36.50 -26.35
[’LS Add’] 4.617E-03 6.69 17.67 -10.98

[’LS NA’, ’LS NA’] 4.460E-02 2.77 16.17 -13.4
[’MS Hist’] 1.393E-02 3.19 5.33 -2.14

[’MS Hist’, ’MS NA’] 7.960E-03 0.92 2.17 -1.25

was complete agreement on the coding scheme. After these
the remaining dialogues were analysed by one of the three
researchers.

The codes for two exemplar gainer and non-gainer team di-
alogues are shown in Table 12. We began the analysis by
summarizing the content of the dialogue. This was followed
by coding for the negotiation mechanisms based on Baker’s
model of negotiation [1]. Finally, we coded for specific in-
stances of reflection on past actions, planning for future ac-
tions and agreement because it is known that these shared
regulation processes are necessary for collaborative problem-
solving and learning [10].

The difference between the gainer and non-gainer teams is
seen from their dialogues in Table 12. For instance, from
the dialogues of non-gainer team 18 we see that each team
member talks less compared with gainer team’s dialogues.
In dialogue with index 0, team 18 compares their previous
solution with the current solution, but only speaker A per-
forms some reflection and no one proposes any further steps
to solve the problem. In the dialogue with index 1, team
18 discusses the result they get from their submission and
decide to start over directly. Speaker A is still the only one
who proposes ideas and B just follows A’s requests. Further
speaker A does not give any reason why he/she proposes
those routes.

On the other hand in gainer team 8, two team members
talk about their ideas actively. They always reflect on the
previously submitted solution and clearly state a current
problem solving strategy. For non-gainer team 18, they do
not share their ideas as only one team member talks about
his/her idea, and they reflect minimally on their previous
solution. Compared with gainer team 8, non-gainer team 18
does not specify any further step to take in any episode.

Apart from these four representative dialogues, we conducted
content analysis on all the available dialogues around rele-
vant episodes for gainers (13 in total) and for non-gainers
(4 in total). We found that for gainers’ dialogues around
relevant episodes, 58.3% (7/12) of them contain goal clari-
fications. Apart from dialogues around episodes 10 and 11,

all the other dialogues -83.3% (10/12) dialogues - show some
reflections from the past solutions. 91.7% (11/12) dialogues
include making some decisions to take further steps based on
past solutions. Offer-Acceptance happens more than twice
in nearly half (5/12) of the dialogues.

In contrast, 25% (1/4) non-gainers’ dialogues include goal
clarifications. Only one non-gainer team takes some reflec-
tions from the previous solution and it is a wrong reflec-
tion. Only half of the dialogues contain decisions to take
some steps for the future. There is no episode where offer-
acceptance happens more than twice among non-gainers.

Our results are limited because of a skew in terms of much
fewer numbers of non-gainer team dialogues than gainer
team dialogues. Still, to summarize the findings of our con-
tent analysis, we note that gainers on average have more
productive communication along with actions, because ap-
proximately half of their dialogues reached more than two
agreements within 60 seconds as compared to none of the
non-gainer dialogues. Gainers also tend to reflect more on
past solutions and make timely decisions for future actions
as compared to non-gainers.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigate the relationship between speech
and actions, as well as the qualitative nature of the speech
that occurs with the actions. Our first RQ was related
to identifying the relationship between speech and actions.
To answer this RQ, we applied differential sequence min-
ing (DSM) to differentiate frequent patterns between gain-
ers and non-gainers. We found that gainers and non-gainers
demonstrate different relationships between speech and ac-
tions. Gainers perform all types of actions (solution building
and reflective) along with high levels of speech/overlapping
speech more frequently than non-gainers. While previous
research indicated that gainers speak more [18], our findings
nuance those findings by suggesting that speaking while per-
forming actions is productive for learning. Our findings align
with previous findings related to the concurrency of actions
and speech among more collaborative groups [15]; however
our findings extend to groups which learned more and are in
a different collaborative scripted context. Gainers also show



Table 8: Top 10 patterns related to speech overlap level and exact meaningful action frequent only in gainers

frequent pattern p value mean gainer i support mean non gainer i support diff mean i support
[’HSo Add’, ’HSo Add’] 7.9e-05 6.7 0.5 6.2

[’HSo NA’, ’HSo NA’, ’HSo NA’] 0.006 5.3 1.0 4.3
[’HSo NA’, ’HSo Add’] 1.1e-05 4.58 0.3 4.2

[’HSo Hist’] 0.04 4.08 1.5 2.58
[’HSo Add’, ’MSo Add’] 0.002 3.08 0.5 2.58
[’HSo Add’, ’MSo NA’] 9.09e-09 2.73 0.17 2.56
[’HSo NA’, ’MSo Add’] 0.0005 2.66 0.67 1.99
[’MSo NA’, ’HSo Add’] 3.08e-06 2.66 0.33 2.32

[’HSo Add Hist’] 5.28e-05 2.15 0.0 2.15
[’HSo Add’, ’HSo NA’, ’HSo NA’] 0.0004 1.46 0.0 1.46

Table 9: Top 10 patterns related to speech overlap level and exact meaningful action frequent only in non-gainers

frequent pattern p value mean gainer i support mean non gainer i support diff mean i support
[’LSo NA’, ’LSo NA’, ’LSo NA’] 0.04 1.07 6.66 -5.58

[’LSo Add’, ’LSo Add’] 0.00 1.34 5.83 -4.48
[’LSo Add’, ’LSo NA’] 0.00 0.65 5.66 -5.01

[’LSo Remove’] 0.03 1.0 4.5 -3.5
[’LSo NA’, ’LSo Add’] 0.01 0.84 4.5 -3.65
[’LSo NA’, ’MSo Add’] 0.00 0.65 3.33 -2.67

[’LSo NA’, ’LSo NA’, ’LSo NA’, ’LSo NA’] 0.03 0.5 3.33 -2.83
[’MSo NA’, ’LSo Add’] 0.00 0.88 2.83 -1.94
[’MSo Add’, ’LSo NA’] 0.01 0.69 2.66 -1.97

[’LSo Add’, ’LSo NA’, ’LSo NA’] 0.02 0.19 2.33 -2.14

longer patterns of continuous speech indicating that they
communicate more actively since they usually have medium
and high levels of speech/speech overlap while non-gainers
often have low and medium levels of speech/speech overlap.

To look deeper into the speech that happens along with ac-
tions (RQ2), we performed content analysis on dialogues
around the episodes of interest which are identified based
on the DSM results. We already know that gainers tend to
access the history (reflect) more [18], however here we addi-
tionally find that gainers share the information and under-
standing obtained from the reflective actions to a greater de-
gree as they review their history with higher level of speech
or speech overlap compared with non-gainers, and decide
on future steps towards the goal. Perhaps non-gainers are
unable to extract the needed information from their past so-
lutions i.e, their reflective actions, which is why they do not
discuss as much during the episodes of interest and do not
arrive at a consensus regarding next steps. This suggests
that some additional scaffolding is needed within the envi-
ronment to point out to students what they should observe
from the history. Another significant point of difference be-
tween gainers and non-gainers dialogue is that gainers clar-
ify the goal of the task more frequently, which is a sign that
the action of reviewing history is being used to ground their
shared understanding of the task [2]. While DSM only shows
us that some patterns are more frequent in one group vs the
other, the qualitative analyses elaborate on how the patterns
are different between the groups in terms of the content of
their dialogue. The above findings, together with previous
literature which suggests that elaborative discussions lead
to learning in a collaborative scenario [26, 24], points to the
fact that it is the nature of discussions during these differ-
entiating patterns that could be reason for the difference in

the learning between the groups.

Our presented approach combining DSM and qualitative
analysis allows us to illustrate the importance of action-
discussion transactivity in collaborative learning, and iden-
tify the nature of the discussion that can build on certain
actions and make them productive. The qualitative analyses
of the patterns unpacks the nature of the action-discussion
patterns in each group. Specifically, we identify that the
gainer groups do more elaborative, reflective and planning
discussions which build on the history check action, com-
pared to the non-gainer group. In other words, gainers had
a greater degree of action-discussion transactivity, because
they articulated their ideas and information obtained from
doing the history check action, which helped them progress
in the solution building. Compared to previous work [15,
23], our findings highlight the nature of the actions and dis-
cussions occurring together, how they build on each other
and their association with collaborative learning, as opposed
to the quality of collaboration or task performance. To sum-
marize, our findings suggest that those who learned had a
greater degree of action-discussion transactivity, and that
they more frequently articulated their ideas and information
obtained from doing actions, which helped them progress in
the solution building. Taken together with previous litera-
ture in collaborative learning (eg. [21]) which speaks about
the necessity of elaboration and transactivity in discussions
and actions, our findings indicate that students should be
encouraged to articulate their ideas or information obtained
from doing actions and a teacher or a scaffold build into
the CSCL environment can prompt the students to do so.
Regulation of their performance and learning is challeng-
ing for students and researchers have proposed technological
tools to support students [11]. This work provides sugges-



Table 10: Patterns related to speech overlap level and exact meaningful action frequent among both groups, but occurring more
often in gainers

frequent pattern p value mean gainer i support mean non gainer i support diff mean i support
[’HSo NA’] 0.00 31.69 12.66 19.02
[’HSo Add’] 2.41e-08 21.53 3.0 18.53

[’HSo NA’, ’HSo NA’] 0.00 11.5 3.0 8.5
[’HSo Remove’] 0.00 4.38 1.33 3.05

[’HSo Add’, ’HSo NA’] 7.17e-06 4.26 0.66 3.60
[’HSo Add Remove’] 0.00 4.0 1.0 3.0

[’MSo Add’, ’HSo Add’] 0.00 3.0 0.83 2.16

Table 11: Patterns related to speech overlap level and exact meaningful actions among both groups, but occurring more often
in non-gainers

frequent pattern p value mean gainer i support mean non gainer i support diff mean i support
[’LSo NA’] 0.00 9.0 37.33 -28.33
[’LSo Add’] 0.00 6.26 21.0 -14.73

[’LSo NA’, ’LSo NA’] 0.03 2.57 15.0 -12.42
[’MSo NA’, ’LSo NA’] 0.04 2.5 7.16 -4.66

tions regarding when such tools can be most productive for
students, for instance, prompts for goal clarification after a
failed problem-solving attempt.

Our analysis in this paper is limited from the following as-
pects. The number of non-gainer teams is much lesser than
gainer teams, and as a result the number of non-gainer team
dialogues is also much lesser than gainer team dialogues.
However, the imbalance between gainers and non-gainers is
due to the nature of the experiment setting - the experiment
was designed to facilitate learning. Secondly, the interac-
tion for each team of around 20-25 minutes is organized in
windows of 10 seconds in the multimodal temporal dataset
while dialogues start and end time are recorded as exact
timestamps in the transcripts dataset. When we pick dia-
logues within identified relevant episodes, the difference in
time features of the two datasets can cause slight inaccu-
racies of the matched results. To solve this problem, we
pick up dialogues before and after 20 seconds of the relevant
episode. Finally, the transcripts dataset does not include all
teams. We have only analysed a subset of the dialogues from
available transcripts. Our future work focuses on obtaining
more data to extend this approach to larger sets of gainers
and non-gainers, and other actions of interest in collabora-
tive learning.



Table 12: Representative Dialogues

index team dialogues
negotiation
mechanism

general
summary

reflect
past
act

reflect
future
act

agreement

Gainers
1 8

A: ”it’s expensive you just used 5 .”
B: ’go , to mount gallen .’
A: ”and i think we’re done .”
B: ’go .’
A: ’i think we have more .’
B: ’wait !’
A: ”we’re done .”
R: ’you are not that far from
the minimum the difference
is only 6 francs i am sure
you can do it .’
A: ’can i show you how to do it ?’
B: ’oh , i know !’ ’wait .’
’27 29 30 31 32 33 34 .’
A: ’what if we start in the middle and
then go around it ?’]
B: ’wait .’ ’34 .’ ’the minimum is 34 .’
B: ’see we have to spend okay .’
B: ’so do the circle , okay but do the circle , go .’
A: ’okay um .’
B: ’mount , neuchatel , okay , over there .’
B: ’then you have to make an’

A: Offer
B:Acceptance
for the
immediate
action but
not for
the quality
of the solution

A: Offer
B: Acceptance
A: Ratification

After the
submission,
they set a
wrong goal
to achieve 34.
It seems that
they
misunderstand
the
meaning of
minimum.

Wrong
Goal
Clarification
- get the
minimum:
34

start in
the middle
and then
go around
it

Yes for
immediate
action

No for
quality of
the solution

Yes for
problem
solving
approach

4 8

B: ”i’m gonna submit .”
A: ’waiting for your’
R: ’you are not that far
from the minimum
the difference is only 7
francs i am sure
you can do it’
A: ’7 francs.’
B: ’what ?’ ’what ?
A: ’the minimum is 7 francs .’
B: ’uh we have to get 7 francs less .’
B: ’we know mount zermatt to
mount interlaken is 4 francs and
we know mount neuchatel to
mount basel is 4 francs.’
B: ”we don’t want”
A: ’one , one of them you said was 5.
B: ’which , what ?’
A: ”i can’t remember which one
that was though .”
A: ’i think it was mount basel to
mount zurich .’
B: ’no that was not never
connected let me see .
B: ’uh the one that was 5 was
neuchatel to bern.’
A: ’yeah .”it’s hard’
B: ’um’

B: Offer
A: Acceptance
for the
immediate
action but not
for the quality
of the solution

Share
Understanding

Team 8 correct
their previous
misunderstand
here.

Goal
Clarification:
they should
spend 7
francs less

Find the
route
cost
5 frans

Yes for the
immediate
action but
not for the
quality of
the solution

Non-gainers
0 18

B: ’oh yes , click the check .’
A: ’okay .’
R:’...’
B,:’what ?’ ’what’ ’oh now we start again , basically .’
A: ’oh , oh i see , compare solutions .’
B: ’what can we do ?’
A: ’oh okay um .’
A: ’oh this is our previous solution price 64 .’
B: ’so’
A: ’oh i get it we have to get the most price , but .’
I: ’....’
A: ’oh by by 40 francs so’
A: ’oh so we need to get 24 .’

B: Offer
A: Acceptance

A: Offer
B: Acceptance
A: Ratification

They reviewed
their previous
solution and
they set the
wrong goal
that the
minimum
is 24.

Wrong Goal
Clarification:
’we need to
get 24’

No
Yes for
immediate
actions

1 18

B: ’i think’
A: ’oh .’
B: ’so we submit it ?’
A: ”yeah let’s start over .”
B: ’robot say something to us .’
R: ’...’
B: ’yeah .’ ’should we’
I: ’...’
A: ’oh .’
R: ”i don’t care we .”
A: ’where is 2 ? ’give me a 2 .’
A’, ’2 francs one .’
B: ’2 francs um’ ’interlaken to zermatt .’
A: ’interlaken to zermatt .
A: ’zermatt oh interlaken .’ ”that’s 2 ?”
B: ’interlaken to zermatt .’
A: ”that’s 2 ?”
B: ’yes .’
A: ’oh .’
B: ’and you want another 2 ?’
A: ’yeah .’
B: ’or 3 ?’
A: ’yeah uh as much 2s and then as much 3s .’
B: ’zermatt to montreux .’ ’montreux .’
A: ’oh montreux .’ ’uh’

B: Offer
A: Acceptance

Share
Understanding

Ask for
something
without
sharing any
idea

They tried
to find those
tracks with
cost of 2
or 3 francs.

No No
Yes for
immediate
actions
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7. APPENDIX



Table 13: Speech level patterns frequent only among non-gainers
frequent pattern p value mean gainer i support mean non gainer i support diff mean i support freq decode pattern
[0, 21] 5.441E-03 9.231E-01 5.167E+00 -4.244E+00 [’LS Add’, ’LS NA’]
[0, 0] 1.173E-03 1.808E+00 5.000E+00 -3.192E+00 [’LS Add’, ’LS Add’]
[21, 0] 1.341E-02 1.000E+00 4.167E+00 -3.167E+00 [’LS NA’, ’LS Add’]
[0, 21, 21] 4.124E-02 1.923E-01 2.500E+00 -2.308E+00 [’LS Add’, ’LS NA’, ’LS NA’]
[21, 21, 22] 2.759E-02 4.615E-01 2.333E+00 -1.872E+00 [’LS NA’, ’LS NA’, ’MS NA’]
[0, 0, 0] 9.626E-03 6.154E-01 2.167E+00 -1.551E+00 [’LS Add’, ’LS Add’, ’LS Add’]
[21, 1] 1.513E-02 7.308E-01 2.000E+00 -1.269E+00 [’LS NA’, ’MS Add’]
[21, 21, 0] 2.554E-02 3.462E-01 1.833E+00 -1.487E+00 [’LS NA’, ’LS NA’, ’LS Add’]
[21, 0, 21] 3.035E-02 2.308E-01 1.500E+00 -1.269E+00 [’LS NA’, ’LS Add’, ’LS NA’]
[21, 21, 21, 0] 1.418E-02 2.692E-01 1.500E+00 -1.231E+00 [’LS NA’, ’LS NA’, ’LS NA’, ’LS Add’]
[0, 0, 21] 2.575E-02 3.077E-01 1.333E+00 -1.026E+00 [’LS Add’, ’LS Add’, ’LS NA’]
[21, 0, 0, 0] 2.913E-02 2.308E-01 1.000E+00 -7.692E-01 [’LS NA’, ’LS Add’, ’LS Add’, ’LS Add’]
[21, 1, 22] 2.006E-02 1.538E-01 1.000E+00 -8.462E-01 [’LS NA’, ’MS Add’, ’MS NA’]
[0, 0, 21, 21] 4.219E-02 0.000E+00 8.333E-01 -8.333E-01 [’LS Add’, ’LS Add’, ’LS NA’, ’LS NA’]
[21, 22, 21, 22] 4.669E-02 1.154E-01 6.667E-01 -5.513E-01 [’LS NA’, ’MS NA’, ’LS NA’, ’MS NA’]
[21, 22, 22, 22, 22] 4.669E-02 1.154E-01 6.667E-01 -5.513E-01 [’LS NA’, ’MS NA’, ’MS NA’, ’MS NA’, ’MS NA’]
[0, 0, 0, 21] 3.716E-02 7.692E-02 6.667E-01 -5.897E-01 [’LS Add’, ’LS Add’, ’LS Add’, ’LS NA’]

Table 14: Speech overlap level patterns only frequent among gainers
frequent pattern p value mean gainer i support mean non gainer i support diff mean i support freq decode pattern

[2, 2] 7.928934765535499e-05 6.730769230769231 0.5 6.230769230769231 [’HSo Add’, ’HSo Add’]
[23, 23, 23] 0.006002839704649775 5.3076923076923075 1.0 4.3076923076923075 [’HSo NA’, ’HSo NA’, ’HSo NA’]
[23, 2] 1.1371592327013828e-05 4.576923076923077 0.3333333333333333 4.243589743589744 [’HSo NA’, ’HSo Add’]
[8] 0.036533665925983824 4.076923076923077 1.5 2.5769230769230766 [’HSo Hist’]
[2, 1] 0.0022205587982335228 3.076923076923077 0.5 2.576923076923077 [’HSo Add’, ’MSo Add’]
[2, 22] 9.087126987994823e-09 2.730769230769231 0.16666666666666666 2.5641025641025643 [’HSo Add’, ’MSo NA’]
[23, 1] 0.0005621716567395286 2.6538461538461537 0.6666666666666666 1.9871794871794872 [’HSo NA’, ’MSo Add’]
[22, 2] 3.082910493793244e-06 2.6538461538461537 0.3333333333333333 2.3205128205128203 [’MSo NA’, ’HSo Add’]
[20] 5.2819931032191796e-05 2.1538461538461537 0.0 2.1538461538461537 [’HSo Add Hist’]
[2, 23, 23] 0.00043067995679562895 1.4615384615384615 0.0 1.4615384615384615 [’HSo Add’, ’HSo NA’, ’HSo NA’]
[23, 23, 2] 0.0019868197228214823 1.4615384615384615 0.0 1.4615384615384615 [’HSo NA’, ’HSo NA’, ’HSo Add’]
[2, 2, 23] 0.0003332574321561345 1.4615384615384615 0.0 1.4615384615384615 [’HSo Add’, ’HSo Add’, ’HSo NA’]
[23, 2, 2] 0.0006605272364293755 1.3076923076923077 0.0 1.3076923076923077 [’HSo NA’, ’HSo Add’, ’HSo Add’]
[8, 23] 0.0004105089572129998 1.2692307692307692 0.0 1.2692307692307692 [’HSo Hist’, ’HSo NA’]
[5, 23] 0.0030286337078061225 1.1538461538461537 0.16666666666666666 0.9871794871794871 [’HSo Remove’, ’HSo NA’]
[22, 2, 2] 2.101257038827904e-05 0.8846153846153846 0.0 0.8846153846153846 [’MSo NA’, ’HSo Add’, ’HSo Add’]

Table 15: Speech overlap level patterns only frequent among non-gainers
frequent pattern p value mean gainer i support mean non gainer i support diff mean i support freq decode pattern

[21, 21, 21] 0.04939554474004129 1.0769230769230769 6.666666666666667 -5.58974358974359 [’LSo NA’, ’LSo NA’, ’LSo NA’]
[0, 0] 0.0018586234032742692 1.3461538461538463 5.833333333333333 -4.487179487179487 [’LSo Add’, ’LSo Add’]
[0, 21] 0.00016706039378552398 0.6538461538461539 5.666666666666667 -5.012820512820513 [’LSo Add’, ’LSo NA’]
[3] 0.035109050581296 1.0 4.5 -3.5 [’LSo Remove’]
[21, 0] 0.013026456729087523 0.8461538461538461 4.5 -3.6538461538461537 [’LSo NA’, ’LSo Add’]
[21, 1] 0.008836545666620073 0.6538461538461539 3.3333333333333335 -2.6794871794871797 [’LSo NA’, ’MSo Add’]
[21, 21, 21, 21] 0.03860139794859445 0.5 3.3333333333333335 -2.8333333333333335 [’LSo NA’, ’LSo NA’, ’LSo NA’, ’LSo NA’]
[22, 0] 0.006750888971567344 0.8846153846153846 2.8333333333333335 -1.948717948717949 [’MSo NA’, ’LSo Add’]
[1, 21] 0.01443329824984804 0.6923076923076923 2.6666666666666665 -1.9743589743589742 [’MSo Add’, ’LSo NA’]
[0, 21, 21] 0.023209371486681146 0.19230769230769232 2.3333333333333335 -2.141025641025641 [’LSo Add’, ’LSo NA’, ’LSo NA’]
[0, 0, 0] 0.009755427161716556 0.2692307692307692 2.0 -1.7307692307692308 [’LSo Add’, ’LSo Add’, ’LSo Add’]
[0, 0, 21] 0.0056742454761588585 0.19230769230769232 1.6666666666666667 -1.4743589743589745 [’LSo Add’, ’LSo Add’, ’LSo NA’]
[7, 21] 0.013914091446642511 0.11538461538461539 1.3333333333333333 -1.2179487179487178 [’MSo Hist’, ’LSo NA’]
[21, 21, 1] 0.013914091446642511 0.11538461538461539 1.3333333333333333 -1.2179487179487178 [’LSo NA’, ’LSo NA’, ’MSo Add’]
[21, 1, 21] 0.014075354800622239 0.038461538461538464 1.1666666666666667 -1.1282051282051282 [’LSo NA’, ’MSo Add’, ’LSo NA’]
[0, 0, 21, 21] 0.011724811003954628 0.0 1.0 -1.0 [’LSo Add’, ’LSo Add’, ’LSo NA’, ’LSo NA’]
[21, 0, 0, 0] 0.013173766481180184 0.038461538461538464 1.0 -0.9615384615384616 [’LSo NA’, ’LSo Add’, ’LSo Add’, ’LSo Add’]
[0, 0, 0, 21] 0.04085940385929584 0.0 1.0 -1.0 [’LSo Add’, ’LSo Add’, ’LSo Add’, ’LSo NA’]
[22, 22, 0] 0.020519815735647172 0.2692307692307692 0.8333333333333334 -0.5641025641025641 [’MSo NA’, ’MSo NA’, ’LSo Add’]
[0, 21, 22] 0.0041047159800533225 0.0 0.8333333333333334 -0.8333333333333334 [’LSo Add’, ’LSo NA’, ’MSo NA’]
[21, 21, 1, 21] 0.004307836785291385 0.038461538461538464 0.8333333333333334 -0.7948717948717949 [’LSo NA’, ’LSo NA’, ’MSo Add’, ’LSo NA’]
[21, 21, 1, 21, 21] 0.02503101581845297 0.0 0.6666666666666666 -0.6666666666666666 [’LSo NA’, ’LSo NA’, ’MSo Add’, ’LSo NA’, ’LSo NA’]
[21, 21, 22, 21] 0.04669295353054086 0.11538461538461539 0.6666666666666666 -0.5512820512820512 [’LSo NA’, ’LSo NA’, ’MSo NA’, ’LSo NA’]
[21, 1, 21, 21] 0.02503101581845297 0.0 0.6666666666666666 -0.6666666666666666 [’LSo NA’, ’MSo Add’, ’LSo NA’, ’LSo NA’]
[0, 21, 21, 21] 0.030127010101375896 0.038461538461538464 0.6666666666666666 -0.6282051282051282 [’LSo Add’, ’LSo NA’, ’LSo NA’, ’LSo NA’]


